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Buoyancy Aid RATOWNIK III KSP80N   
Outstanding model dedicated to rescue services  per forming specialist operations on water and ice .  

 
Complies with the WE CW/PPE/205/2013 ASSESSMENT CERTIFICATE WE CW/PPE/205/2013 

confirming the compliance with the requirements  defined in the annex II to the directive  
(PPE)89/686/EEC, individual protective equipment as amended.. 

 
THE APPLIED NORMS: 
 
PN-EN ISO12402-5:2007P  
PN-EN ISO12402-5:2007/A1:2012P 
PN-EN ISO12402-7:2008P 
PN-EN ISO12402-7:2008/A1:2011E 

PN-EN ISO12402-8:2008P 
PN-EN ISO12402-8:2008/A1:2011E 
PN-EN ISO12402-9:2008P 
PN-EN ISO12402-9:2008/A1:2011E 

 
STANDARD EQUIPMENT:  
 
- Throwing line with belt (trapezoid sleeve with belt for alternative mounting), 
- central omni-directional protective belt with fast releasing bracket (with one hand) , 
- 3 d-rings on a omni-directional belt, 
- whistle, 
- mounting module for signal lights (auto/manual), 
- flexible tunnel for excess omni-directional band, 
- a number of grips for mounting additional equipment elements, including 4 lower loops., 
- 10 outflow pockets for flashlight, whistle, VHF radio, water-proof telephone, evacuation set (spare 
air), ice screws and trapezoid throwing line,  
- tunnel for the microphone speaker’s spiral cable, 
- protection of trapezoid throwing line mounted on the right shoulder, 
- dedicated grip for the waterproof watch/stopper,  
- double crotch belt creating a closed loop around the jacket with steel brackets and flexible tunnels 
for the excess band,  
- demo knife produced from high-carbon steel, in a plastic sheath,   
- 7 belts adjusting and stabilizing the jacket, allowing for its adjustment to clothes in the multi-season 
work of a lifeguard, the scope of chest 70 to 130 cm 
 
LARGE sizes available (XL/XXL). 
 
There’s a possibility to order a colourful embroide red badge with velcro fasteners containing 

the name, surname and nationality of the user (+10 €) 
 

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT: 
 
signal light – light for the jacket (automatic – activated with water, pulsation with the manual 
function) 
ice screw 
evacuation set (spare air) 
waterproof VHF radio (marine) 
waterproof microphone speaker for the above described radio 
 

 
The picture presents more enhanced equipment than the serial equipment. 


